A partially ossified falx cerebri
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During a routine faculty prosection of the head and neck region of an adult female cadaver, a partial ossification of the falx cerebri was found. Ossification of other dural areas or regions of the body were not found. In addition, the brain and remaining organs appeared to be grossly normal. Reports of partial ossification of the falx cerebri are still rare and while certain pathologies such as nevoid basal cell carcinoma syndrome typically present with ossification of the falx on radiographs, the causal relationship of such an abnormality remains unclear. (Folia Morphol 2014; 73, 3: 363–365)
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INTRODUCTION

Anatomical variations in the cerebral venous sinuses are unpredictable and clinically significant. Accounts of ossification of both the pachymeninges and leptomeninges have been cited in the literature [1, 3, 5, 10, 35]. While common in many animals, bony ossification of the meninges is exceedingly rare in humans. Cases of calcification, chondromas, and osteopetrosis have been reported in the literature yet very rarely involve the falx cerebri (FC) [6, 16, 17, 20, 22–24, 34, 36].

We present a case in which partial ossification of the FC was observed without abnormal ossification in other intracranial dural components, or in the rest of the body.

CASE REPORT

We present a case of a partially ossified FC in a 70-year-old female human cadaver, who died of acute myocardial infarction. Further examination of the patient’s medical history revealed no evidence of other concurrent medical conditions. The case was discovered during a faculty head and neck prosection in the Department of Anatomical Sciences at St. George’s University during the summer term of 2006. The vast ossified portion of the FC was located at its anterior one third, with the addition of 2 focal areas of calcification along the middle and posterior one third of this structure (Figs. 1, 2). Further dissection revealed only involvement of the FC. The falx cerebelli, tentorium cerebelli, leptomeninges, and other dural components were spared. The inferior sagittal sinus was injected with red latex and found to be obstructed from the ossification at its distal part. No other anomalies were found. With these observations in mind, dissection continued in order to identify possible malignancies that could metastasize to the FC and cause ossification.

No abnormal or visible masses were found in the thoracic, abdominal, or pelvic cavities. We also examined the distal oesophagus, cardiokesophageal junction, salivary gland and lungs, which all proved to appear normal [33, 38]. Lymph nodes, in general, appeared to be small and normal with gross inspection. There were no additional signs of Gorlin-Goltz syndrome, as the specimen did not appear to have any visible tumours, odontogenic keratocysts, or other developmental anomalies.
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DISCUSSION

When describing anatomical variations, a comprehensive search of the literature is necessary for comparison with other research in order to establish the prevalence of the variation and to determine any potential clinical consequences. Reports of ossification of the meninges are found infrequently in the literature. In an magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study of 3,000 patients, incomplete ossification of the FC was noted in 12 individuals [28]. In another study of 100 post-mortem cadavers, bony islands were found 11 times in the anterior FC [31]. Interestingly, only 1 case of complete ossification of the FC has been reported in the literature [35]. Sporadic ossification of the FC is reasonable as haemorrhage, damage, degeneration, or inflammation may trigger ossification in multipotential mesenchymal cells found in this region [2].

Ossification of the tentorium cerebelli is common in many subhuman species including porpoises, dolphins, dogs, cats and wallabies [15]. In porpoises and dolphins, tentorium cerebelli ossification incorporates the posteroinferior portion of the FC. Osteogenic capabilities in the ectomeningeal-dermal layer have been hypothesised to contribute to the ossification of the tentorium cerebelli in these mammals [15].

Although some anatomical data are present in the literature, there are few reports that address any clinical significance of this variation. It has been reported that patients with nevoid basal cell carcinoma syndrome (Gorlin-Goltz syndrome), hypertelorism, brachyolmia, pseudoxanthoma elasticum, renal failure, chondrocalcinosis, prostatic adenocarcinoma, and some endocrine disorders have an increased prevalence of FC ossification [4, 7, 8, 20, 29, 30].

Although idiopathic calcification of the FC can reach up to 7% of the normal adult population [11, 27], several studies have found that calcification of the FC is a common radiological finding in nevoid basal cell carcinoma, with rates ranging from 65% to 79% [12–14, 19, 25]. It thus may be possible to use radiologic calcification of the FC on computed tomography or MRI as a method of early diagnosis for nevoid basal cell carcinoma, as has already been proposed for atlanto-occipital ligament calcification [16].

The ossified FC may also become the site of metastatic involvement or leukemic infiltration, increasing a patient’s likelihood of developing cancer in this region [2, 9]. Giant-cell bone tumours developing from an ossified FC have been reported in case reports [2]. In previous years, partial ossification of the FC has been associated with pregnancy, rickets, epilepsy, syphilis and increased intracranial pressure; however, these correlations were later proven to be unfounded [3]. One study prepared cranial MRI on 13 patients with the adult onset myotonic dystrophy which found partial ossification of the FC in 2 patients [21]. Calcium content in the FC has been noted to increase on aging, but the relationship with complete ossification and age has not been established [3, 32]. No absolute clinical significance has been found in patients with ossification of the FC; however, this ossification has been confused with myelometapla-
sia, dural metastases, leukemic infiltration, falcone osteosarcoma, and vascular lesions [26, 37].

Despite the lack of evidence for clinical effects, an ossified FC could produce problems in the displacement of brain tissue in the event of a unilateral increase in intracranial pressure as seen in different types of herniation [35]. Additionally, as seen in our specimen, obstruction of the superior sagittal sinus could lead to increased intracranial pressure with potentially fatal results. In our case report, partial ossification of the FC was observed without abnormal ossification in the dural components intracranially, or in the rest of the body. There were no indicators for metastatic growth of carcinoma within the ossified region. Future studies focusing on nevoid basal cell carcinoma syndrome and other related pathologies may need to closely monitor correlations with calcification and ossification of the FC in hopes of coming closer to finding a causal relationship between the two.
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